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changes…

• technological change 

• independently, various social changes (and, often, ‘tokenistic’ reactions to 
them by organisations who want to be seen to be engaging with a changing 
world.. see next slide!) 

• and specific social changes that are facilitated by modern information and 
communication technologies (ICTs)





technological change



the OBVIOUS: connectivity
• ubiquitous connectivity, social media platforms, digitisation of media content, user-

made content and lowered barriers to market entry for content industries have 
transformed our media landscape in the last decade 

• for major news, the main ‘old media’ content providers - selling their content to 
media businesses - remain profoundly influential (eg. Reuters, AFP, AP) 

• specialist media services, growing with the finance industry, have gained 
increased influence: eg. Bloomberg, Nikkei 

• news aggregators (eg newspapers) struggle as advertising spend goes to other 
platforms & they try out a mix of free-to-view to boost page view rates for online 
advertising versus paywall models. 

• sharing is now part of the media consumption experience & this can clash with 
pay-to-view business models



firms & media
• the business media give firms, especially publicly-listed (shares traded on the 

stock market) close scrutiny 

• the large potential financial returns to investors who can act quickly on new 
information about a firm’s performance means that the news services prioritise 
timeliness 

• firms must pay constant attention to a much shortened news cycle 

• while very cautious about hasty public comments that may give rise to 
compliance issues etc 

• at the same time customers (and disgruntled investors) can turn to social 
media to be critical of a firm



from ‘bought media’ 
to ‘earned media’

• shift from broadcast (and ‘broad print’) advertising spend, in two directions 

• online advertising, using advantage of technologies to better target messages 
to audiences 

• and creation of content, or corporate activities, that ‘earn’ the attention of the 
mainstream and social media



content & search
• digitisation is making the ‘back catalogue’ of human culture available  

• and a huge array of historical records, public and private 

• SEARCH is critical to making use of this deluge of informational and cultural 
riches 

• through search, data matching, re-analysis the contemporary narratives that 
people and organisations maintain about themselves and the world can be 
interrogated more easily 

• the past you is never going to be past! So at least don’t get caught trying to 
deny your former self.



gatekeepers

• old media channels were costly, scarce, and empowered a few editors, 
managers, content producers, rights holders, media owners 

• the internet has brought new ‘arbiters of taste’, based on their taste, charisma, 
timeliness, affordance with a certain audience 

• these new critics, curators, are influencers of taste but not dictators of taste 

• eg. The Sartorialist 

• myriad specialist websites, blogs, that variously offer primarily product 
reviews, analysis of an industry or field, or a mix.











new arbiters of taste
can act through a mix of premium old & new media

Tyler Brûlé, founder of Monocle, Winkreative, 
and founder and former owner of Wallpaper. 

Monocle has small flagship and pop up 
stores, and a cafe in Yurakucho



celebrity today
social media offers new paths to celebrity, skipping old 

gatekeepers, but amplifying power of celebrity



elle.com

http://elle.com


attention please!!!



everybody wants their 15 minutes of fame



attention-seeking

boldness 
may 

generate 
buzz: 

criticism 
creates 
more 
buzz



Benetton

shock tactics through (un?) realism 

CNN report :  AIDS awareness case
ritual slaughter of sheep

unHate

 
unHate original media

 unHate media report

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qpiq72gS9eo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8N2GX6of2I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RV5XC9LWaE8


gravitas vs attention

• organizations and their leaders often face a tactical 
dilemma of attention-gaining versus the dangers 
inherent in ‘stunts’ that may diminish their stature or 
distract from the message

• NOT always true that ‘any publicity is good 
publicity’

cheap trick
undignified
unbecoming

tacky
puerile

brutta figura 
trivializing
scaremongering
ubiquitous
in the headlines

getting traction
household name

all over the news

buzz



incongruity





incongruity 
may engage an audience:
once discerned



humour & stunts
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This photo, of the Israeli Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, graphically illustrating the imminence of an Iranian bomb
caught my attention for its comic possibilities.

I know that the subject is serious; that is just one reason why the graphic, which he apparently made at Kinkos, is so ridiculous.
And if Israeli intelligence thinks that’s what a real bomb looks like, maybe their other projections are off as well. I’m surprised
he could get that thing past U.N. security.

Anyway, with the justification that the ridiculous deserves ridicule, I invite you to pile it on, using this photo as the basis for a
caption contest.

I’ll start the ball rolling with one of mine own:

”And, what’s worse, if Wile E. Coyote ever gets hold of this, the Roadrunner is toast.”

Now the ball—and the bomb—is in your court. Submit your entry as a comment below, or on twitter, with the hashtag
#BibiBombCaption

UPDATE: Bibi selects the winners.

Photograph by Mario Tama/Getty.
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Thanks to all for participating in the Bibi caption contest. And thanks to Bibi for being such a good sport in agreeing to select
the top three captions. That Bibi, he’s the bomb.
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& in all matters of style,
be alert to the risk of parody



David Ben Gurion
founding PM Israel



peril (?) of parody

• as bought broadcast media figures so prominently in popular culture, 
commercials etc are often parodied

• this may represent effective ‘earned media’ if the profile of the product or 
brand is enhanced, without much reputational damage

• pretentious or humourless advertising is more vulnerable to painful parody

• though main effect may be to hasten the lifecycle of a communicative style 

• Fry & Laurie’s response to Calvin Klein & its derivatives:

• & their profiling of William Wegman's work Deodorant: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8A0ToVxhe50

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8A0ToVxhe50


creating a ‘buzz’
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Definition of buzz noun from the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary

buzz NOUN

 bʌz  bʌz

 
1 [COUNTABLE, USUALLY SINGULAR] (also buzzing [UNCOUNTABLE, SINGULAR]) a continuous sound like the one that a bee, a buzzer or other electronic device makes

the buzz of bees hunting nectar

The buzz of the Entryphone interrupted our conversation.

hums and buzzes from the amplifier

2 [SINGULAR] the sound of people talking, especially in an excited way

The buzz of conversation suddenly stopped when she came into the room.

3 [SINGULAR] (INFORMAL) a strong feeling of pleasure, excitement or achievement

a buzz of excitement/expectation

She gets a buzz out of her work.

Flying gives me a real buzz.

You can sense the creative buzz in the city.

4 the buzz [SINGULAR] (INFORMAL) news that people tell each other that may or may not be true

SYNONYM  RUMOUR

The buzz is that Matt is in Scotland. Have you heard anything?

IDIOMS
give somebody a buzz  (INFORMAL) to telephone somebody

I'll give you a buzz on Monday, OK?

defining buzz

• “speculative or excited talk or attention 
relating especially to a new or forthcoming 
product or event” (Merriam-Webster dictionary)

Oxford Advanced English Learners
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Related dictionary
definitions
buzz VERB

buzz off PHRASAL VERB

buzz cut NOUN

buzz saw NOUN

View thesaurus entry for buzz
Using the thesaurus

buzz - definition

NOUN  [SINGULAR]   /bʌz/

the continuous sound that an insect makes

Thesaurus entry for this meaning of buzz

a sound like this made by something such as a
machine
the constant buzz of the air conditioning

Thesaurus entry for this meaning of buzz

the sound of a lot of people talking at the same time
the low buzz of occasional conversation

Thesaurus entry for this meaning of buzz

INFORMAL a strong feeling of pleasure or excitement
I get a real buzz out of playing in front of an audience.

Thesaurus entry for this meaning of buzz

a lively positive feeling among a group of people or in a particular place
There's been a definite buzz about the place since the new manager arrived.

Thesaurus entry for this meaning of buzz

INFORMAL information that people are talking about that is not official and is not definitely true
The film is getting a lot of good buzz (=people are saying good things about it) in Hollywood.
The buzz among fans is that their idol is about to get married.

Thesaurus entry for this meaning of buzz

MAINLY AMERICAN  INFORMAL a pleasant feeling of being slightly drunk

Thesaurus entry for this meaning of buzz

PHRASE

give someone a buzz INFORMAL

to phone someone
I'll give you a buzz tomorrow.

Thesaurus entry for this meaning of buzz

 

Macmillan



buzz, spatiality, creativity

• the social foundations of creativity - and the role of ‘buzz’ through face-to-face 
(F2F) interactions in cultural, industrial and scientific clusters has been a hot 
research (and public policy & management) topic in the last decade.

• studies by eg. Storper & Venables (2004), Bathelt, Malmberg & Maskell (2004) are 
indicative & address a seeming paradox that the most ‘global’ of cities are 
highly ‘localised’ in the importance of personal networks in innovation.

• Bathelt et al distinguish between the buzz of networks & learning processes and 
the pipelines that transmit ideas from clusters to a wide audience.



F2F (face to face)

• Storper & Venables (2004: 354) on advantages of F2F..

• as communication technology: high frequency, rapid feedback, visual cues

• re trust & incentives: lie detection, signal commitment through co-presence

• screening & socialising: positive loss of anonymity (creating positive incentives 
for cooperation & performance, judge & be judged, acquire shared values

• ‘rush’ (excitement) & motivation: performative aspect can generate enthusiasm 
for a project, idea, collaboration

eg. recent research shows more frequent lying in e-mail & SMS communications

socially observed communications (eg. Facebook) may have less outright lying but also more 
self-conscious tactical self-representation
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SHOP
Home > Shop Our Product Gallery > By Category > New This Month

BY CATEGORY

NEW THIS MONTH
ON SALE
BEST SELLERS
ONLINE EXCLUSIVES
CLASSICS
COOK'S TOOLS
FREEZER
CUTLERY & COOKWARE
KIDS
KITCHEN COMPLEMENTS
LUNCH SOLUTIONS
MICROWAVE
ON THE GO
PREPARATION
REFRIGERATE
SERVE
STORAGE
GIFT SETS
GIFT CERTIFICATES

BY COLLECTION

BY PRICE

BY CATALOG

NEW THIS MONTH
Modular Mates® Sets available in Black Seals for limited-time only.

Showing 1 - 16 of 21 Go to:  1 2  

One Touch® Reminder
Canister Set
Limited edition Silver seals
$29.00

 

Modular Mates® Mega Set
Modular Makeover: Pantry
Edition
From $166.00

 

Modular Mates® Oval Set
Your pantry never looked
better
From $37.00

 

Modular Mates® Super Oval
Set
Larger capacity
From $9.00

 

Modular Mates® Rectangular
Set
Make better use of cabinet &
pantry space
From $72.00

 

Modular Mates® Square Set
A "square" deal
From $36.00

 

Modular Mates® Oval 4 with
Measuring Cup
For good measure
From $20.00

 

Spice Containers Set
Keep spices fresh
From $15.00

 

Freezer Mates® Holiday Set
Save your holiday favorites
$61.00

 

Tupperware® Impressions
Mini Bowl Set
A little impression
$15.00

 

CrystalWave® Lunch'n Dish
with Cold Cup
Hot and cold & good to go
$19.00

 

CrystalWave® 2-Pc. Bowl Set
Double hot stuff
$29.50

 

Early Ages Eco™ Super
Heroes Kids Party Set
Super hero party starter
$28.50

 

Early Ages Eco™ Super
Heroes Complete Baby Set
with Feeding Spoons
Save the future and stop
hunger
$42.00

 

Early Ages Eco™ Super
Heroes Formula Dispenser
An indispensable dispenser
$15.00

 

Savor Chocolate Recipe
Booklet
Slip into sweet bliss
From $5.00
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OUR WARRANTY MEDIA ROOM PRIVACY POLICY TERMS OF USE TUPPERWARE INTERNATIONAL ABOUT THE COMPANY CONTACT US

Copyright © 2009, Tupperware. All Rights Reserved.

SEARCH: Entire Site Keyword or Item # Go

My Account | Fundraising | Product Information | Registry | Find a Tupperware Consultant | Help | Shopping from Canada? | Español
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PARTY
Home > Party Inspiration Center

HOSTING A HOME PARTY

TUPPERWARE ONLINE
PARTY

Search For A Consultant

Enter your full address with zip code and click the "Find a Consultant" button to locate the
closest Tupperware representative who can answer your questions, help you plan a party, and
even customize your kitchen! 
(* = required field)

Address*

City*

State*

Zip Code* 

 Click here to find the Tupperware Consultants closest

to you.
 Click here to find only the Tupperware Directors in

your area.

Find a Consultant

If you are outside of the United States, please refer to our International Listings.

OUR WARRANTY MEDIA ROOM PRIVACY POLICY TERMS OF USE TUPPERWARE INTERNATIONAL ABOUT THE COMPANY CONTACT US

Copyright © 2009, Tupperware. All Rights Reserved.

SEARCH: Entire Site Keyword or Item # Go

My Account | Fundraising | Product Information | Registry | Find a Tupperware Consultant | Help | Shopping from Canada? | Español



designed buzz

• marketers have long understood the importance of word-of-mouth (WoM) 
and social reference groups in product promotion and adoption.

• iconic Tupperware parties & Amway sales networks tapped social networks

• subsequently, a wide array of techniques, initiatives, and research to try and 
manage social interactions around products, brands, designed messages.

• shifting of creative budgets to content creation, from advertising, to earn 
attention/

• eg. pioneering example set by BMW films initiative: The Hire featuring Clive 
Owen & filmmakers such as Ang Lee



buzz & social media

• internet search initially changed marketing thinking and tactics 

• but email and blogging dramatically accelerated sharing capabilities and made 
buzz through i-media a key objective of communication design

• social media, such as Facebook and other social networking sites further 
dramatically changed the scale of sharing (although the platforms through 
which it occurs struggle to monetise it.. unlike internet search)

• event design is now central to campaigns seeking ‘earned [social] media’

• timely ‘share-ability’ becomes a key attribute

• novelty content may ‘earn’ attention from mainstream broadcast & print (now 
often digital) media: eg April Fool’s Day corporate hoaxes



AUDI
April Fool’s Day

social media 
campaign

grabbing 
ATTENTION



creating content

• in industries in which customers strongly identify personally with the activity 
& products there is a good opportunity for firms to sponsor digital content 
that can be shared by both hardcore and novice aficionados .

• certain sports clearly show this property: surfing, snowboarding, skiing, 
cycling 

• Brands outside the sport may effectively associate with it to project brand 
values; both sponsoring events and commissioning content.

• Redbull is the clearest example

• Nissan aligns its X Trail model brand with an Extreme snowboarding event

• established content industries such as music have found it more difficult to 
transition to a sharing business model as the content itself is what they have 
always sought to monetise



resistances

• hoaxes gone viral (eg. Dominos Pizza case)

• ‘culture jamming’ -‘an organized, social activist effort that aims to counter the 
bombardment of consumption-oriented messages in the mass 
media’ (Handelman and Kozinets, 2004) 

• see Carducci, 2006:  Journal of Consumer Culture

• concerned with ‘consumer resistance’, many manifestations: some illegal

• eg. parody and spoof, altering billboards, ‘hackstivism’, 

• occupation events, critical ‘guerilla’ events that in a creative way are parasitical 
upon a corporate event: techniques now adopted by commercial event 
designers



a tyranny of buzz?



conjuring crowds



social media & events

• social media can be used effectively to creative buzz around an event

• through connecting people can conjure up crowds

• used for political purposes, illegal but corporate or culturally (or both) 
motivated events, & for mainstream corporate promotions

• the event is then apt to be shared through social media

• effective event design can generate considerable post-event buzz

• much creative endeavour directed to mini-events; effectively designed share-
able incidents



silent gigs

• whether via radio, or streaming, brings a crowd together to dance or to see 
a performance but each person gets sound through headphones

• London subway, and many other sites - some pre-approved and others not

• quite a spectacle for those not listening to the sound

• can be multi-site, across borders



‘flash mobs’

• social experiment in Manhattan in 2003, organised anonymously by an editor 
of Harper’s magazine, Bill Wasik (then at Wired Magazine & a prominent 
commentator on cultural phenomena in connected societies)

• had a non commercial initial intent, some being ironically intended, and some 
staged flash mob events turned violent.

• some are staged performative events that appear initially low key and 
spontaneous and engage passers-by.

• some corporate communications professionals have endeavoured to use 
them for promotional purposes but can get out of hand

• broadcast media, directing audiences to give-aways etc in a certain place, 
have been tried for decades



buzz & corporate crisis



demanding stakeholders

• societies have ever more demanding expectations in relation to corporations

• corporate social responsibility

• accountability to the owners of the enterprise: shareholders (effective 
corporate governance)

• fairness in financial markets: effective and timely disclosure



vulnerabilities

• 150 years of mass media have shown the vulnerability of firms, other 
organisations and individuals to reputational shocks

• ‘unguarded moments’ may be captured and shared with large audiences; often 
in decontextualised and misrepresentative ways

• hence constant vigilance is required: minimise such risks but not at the 
expense of a reputation for candidness, freshness & vitality

• social media brings heightened vulnerabilities: isolated images or careless 
speech acts can ‘take on a life of their own’



responses

• increasing professionalisation of the ‘crisis communication’ function

• tension between timeliness in response to a hyper-fast news cycle and the 
need for both precision and tactical effectiveness.

• timely and effective response capabilities are essential for both 
organisations and individuals: prompt contriteness, no disingenuous denials 
or clumsy ‘spin’.

• sincere self-deprecating, sometimes humoured (at own expense, not 
others, and never make light of the sufferings of others) responses may be 
effective.


